Introduction to Modern Cryptography
Lecture 12
January 17, 2017

Instructor: Benny Chor
Teaching Assistant: Orit Moskovich
School of Computer Science
Tel-Aviv University

Fall Semester, 2016–17
Tuesday 12:00–15:00
Venue: Meron Hall, Trubowicz 102 (faculty of Law)
Course site: http://tau-crypto-f16.wikidot.com/

Lectures 12: Plan
• Oblivious transfer.
• Secure function evaluation in a multi party setting.
• Yao’s garbled circuit.
• Proof of work.
• Timed released cryptography.
• Visual secret sharing.
Much of this lecture will be done on the board.
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The Teaching Survey

י"א טבת תשע"ז
 09ינואר 2017

סקר שביעות רצון מההוראה  -סמסטר א' ,שנה"ל תשע"ז

למרצים ולמרצות שלום רב,
היום התחיל סקר שביעות הרצון מההוראה של סמסטר א' תשע"ז.
הנהלת האוניברסיטה מייחסת חשיבות רבה לשביעות רצון הסטודנטים מההוראה .אנו עושים שימוש בסקרי
שביעות הרצון ולומדים רבות מהערות הסטודנטים.
תוצאות הסקר משמשות אותנו בהתוויית מדיניות לשיפור ההוראה ,בבחירת מצטייני הרקטור בהוראה וביצירת
"רשימות המאה" ,הכוללות מרצות ומרצים המדורגים גבוה בפקולטות ובבתי הספר ברחבי הקמפוס.
תוצאות הסקר מספקות לכם משוב על ההוראה שלכם ומשמשות בסיס לשיפורה.
על מנת שתוצאות הסקר תהיינה מהימנות ותקפות ,חשוב ששיעורי ההשתתפות בו יהיו גבוהים .הניסיון מראה
כי הגורם המשפיע ביותר על מילוי שאלוני הסקר הוא עידוד הסטודנטים על ידי המרצים להשתתף במילויו.
לפיכך ,אני פונה אליכם בבקשה אישית לעודד את כל הסטודנטים בקורסים שלכם להשתתף בסקר שביעות
הרצון מההוראה.
אני מודה לכם על מעורבותכם ועל שיתוף הפעולה.

בברכה,
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פרופ' ירון עוז
רקטור

Zero Knowledge Proof of Knowledge of a Discrete Log
(revisited)
Bob publishes g x (mod p) and tells the post office to hand deliver
packages addressed to Bob to anyone who can prove s/he knows x.
Bob is the prover. The post office is the verifier.
Repeat 100 times:
Prover: Choose at random r, 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 2, send g r (mod p) to
verifier.
Verifier: Flips a coin, b and sends it to prover. Prover: If heads, send
r to prover; if tails, send r + x (mod p − 1) to verifier.
Verifier: Accepts in this round if exponent fits the corresponding
power.
For the honest verifier, simulator can generate a transcript which is
distributed exactly as the interaction above (without knowledge of the
discrete logarithm, x).
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Zero Knowledge Proof of Knowledge of a Discrete Log
(discussion)
Setting: Public prime p, multiplicative generator g ∈ Zp∗ . Bob
publishes g x (mod p) and tells the post office to hand deliver
packages addressed to Bob to anyone who can prove s/he knows x.
Bob is the prover. The post office is the verifier.
Repeat 100 times:
Prover: Choose at random r, 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 2, send g r (mod p) to
verifier.
Verifier: Flips a coin, b and sends it to prover. Prover: If heads, send
r to prover; if tails, send r + x (mod p − 1) to verifier.
Verifier: Accepts in this round if exponent fits the corresponding
power.
Question: What aspect of the protocol goes wrong if the verifier
always asks for r + x (mod p − 1)?
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And Now for Something Completely Different:
Oblivious Transfer
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Oblivious Transfer (OT): Ideal Setting (trusted third party)
(up and coming, anonymous, etc.)
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Oblivious Transfer (OT): Real Setting

(figure taken from this quantum computing site)
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Oblivious Transfer (OT)
• A fundamental two party primitive.
• First version proposed by Michael Rabin, 1981.

• Most useful version: 1-out-of-2 OT.
• Can be based on either any trapdoor permutation, or specific
assumptions such as RSA, factoring, decisional Diffie Hellman,
etc. .
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Oblivious Transfer
Oblivious transfer is a fundamental two party cryptographic protocol,
with numerous applications and different implementations. There are
a number of variants. We will discuss a specific, RSA based
implementation of one out of two oblivious transfer.
We have two parties, good old Alice and Bob (both are honest but
curious).
At the beginning of the protocol, Alice holds two secret values, x0 , x1 .
These values are obviously unknown to Bob.
At the beginning of the protocol, Bob holds a secret bit, b ∈ {0, 1}.

At the end of the protocol, Bob gets xb but learns nothing about x1−b
(the other value). Alice learns nothing about b.
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Oblivious Transfer, cont.
We describe an implementation that is based on RSA:
• Alice chooses an RSA instance m = pq, e, d.
She sends m, e, y0 = xe0 , y1 = xe1 to Bob
(all computations are mod m). Bob holds b ∈ {0, 1}.
• Bob chooses r ∈ Zpq at random. Sends re · yb to Alice.
• Alice sends (re · yb )d = r · xb to Bob.
∗ , and recovers x .
• Bob multiplies r · xb by the inverse of r in Zpq
b
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Oblivious Transfer, cont.
We describe an implementation that is based on RSA:
• Alice chooses an RSA instance m = pq, e, d.
She sends m, e, y0 = xe0 , y1 = xe1 to Bob
(all computations are mod m). Bob holds b ∈ {0, 1}.
• Bob chooses r ∈ Zpq at random. Sends re · yb to Alice.
• Alice sends (re · yb )d = r · xb to Bob.
∗ , and recovers x .
• Bob multiplies r · xb by the inverse of r in Zpq
b
• Bob’s privacy: If indeed Bob chooses r ∈ Zpq at random, then
re · yb is uniformly distributed in Zpq . Thus Alice gets no
information about b, even if she is computationally unbounded.
• Alice’s privacy: Does depend on Bob being computationally
bounded. An unbounded Bob can infer both x0 , x1 from xe0 , xe1 .
In addition, issues of using hard core bits to prevent leaking
partial information on x0 , x1 should be taken into account.
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Secure Function Evaluation: Computationally Bounded Case

• Problem description.
• Yao’s garbled circuit.
• A solution for 2 honest but curious participants.
• Extensions to more participants and to malicious participants
(brief sketches)
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Technical Background: Representing Functions
as Boolean Circuits

• Let F : {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1} be a Boolean function.
• Suppose F is computable by a TM in time T (n).
• The “n-th slice” of F , i.e. F : {0, 1}n −→ {0, 1}, can be
computed by an O(T 2 (n)) size Boolean circuit, Cn , with n
inputs and Boolean gates of fan-in 2.
• The circuit Cn can be efficiently computed, given the description
of the TM and 1n , which is n in unary (think of the tableau in
Cook’s theorem, without the non-determinism).
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Secure Function Evaluation via Yao’s Garbled Circuit:
High Level View
• Let C2n be a circuit computing F : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n −→ {0, 1}.
• We have two honest but curious parties, Alice and Bob, who
know and agree upon C2n .
• Alice’s input are the n bits x1 , x2 , . . . , xn .
• Bob’s input are the n bits y1 , y2 , . . . , yn .
• They wish to compute F (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ) correctly
and privately.
•

Alice constructs. Bob evaluates.
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Yao’s Garbled Circuit Evaluation: High Level View

• Alice constructs. Bob evaluates.
• For each wire w in the circuit C2n , Alice produces two secret
keys, k0,w and k1,w . She keeps them, well, secret.
• These keys correspond to the value of the wire w being 0 or 1,
correspondingly.
• The keys are chosen at random, and in particular they are
independent of the input values to C2n .
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Yao’s Garbled Circuit Evaluation: High Level View, cont.
• For each wire w in the circuit going out of a gate (namely all
except the input wires), Alice produces four encryptions of the
two keys k0,w and k1,w .
• The four encryptions correspond to the four possible
combinations of the two inputs to the gate that w goes out of.
• These encryptions are garbled, or permuted, such that Bob does
not know what value (in {0, 1}) they correspond to.
• Bob will be able to learn exactly one of the two keys k0,w , k1,w .
• For each input wires, Bob learns the key kb,w corresponding to
his input bit b, but not the other key.
• How? Using 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer with Alice.
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Yao’s Garbled Circuit Evaluation: A Separate Presentation
(Courtesy of Vitaly Shmatikov, University of Texas, Austin)
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Yao’s Protocol
(modified from Vitaly Shmatikov, UT at Austin, CS 380S)
To compute any function securely
• … in the honest but curious model

First, convert the function into a Boolean circuit
with fan-in 2 gates
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1: Pick Random Keys For Each Wire
First, evaluate one gate securely
• Later, generalize to the entire circuit

Alice picks two random keys for each wire
• One key corresponds to “0”, the other to “1”
• 6 keys in total for a gate with 2 input wires
k0z, k1z

z

x

Alice

k0x, k1x
k0y, k1y

AND

y

Bob
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2: Encrypt Truth Table
Alice encrypts each row of the truth table by
encrypting the output-wire key with the
corresponding pair of input-wire keys
z

k0z, k1z
x

Alice
k0x, k1x
k0y, k1y
x y z
Original truth table:

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1

AND

y

Bob

Ek0x(Ek0y(k0z))
Ek0x(Ek1y(k0z))
Encrypted truth table:
Ek1x(Ek0y(k0z))
Ek1x(Ek1y(k1z))
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3: Send Garbled Truth Table
Alice randomly permutes (“garbles”) encrypted
truth table rows and sends them to Bob
Does not know which row of
garbled table corresponds to
which row of original table

z

k0z, k1z
x

Alice
k0x, k1x
k0y, k1y
Ek0x(Ek0y(k0z))
Ek0x(Ek1y(k0z))
Ek1x(Ek0y(k0z))
Ek1x(Ek1y(k1z))

AND

y

Bob

Ek1x(Ek0y(k0z))
Ek0x(Ek1y(k0z))
Garbled truth table:
Ek1x(Ek1y(k1z))
Ek0x(Ek0y(k0z))
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Send Keys For Alice’s Inputs
 Alice sends to Bob the one key corresponding to her input bit
• Keys are random, so Bob does not learn what this bit is
k0z, k1z
x

Alice

Learns Kb’x where b’
is Alice’s input bit,
but not b’ (why?)

z
AND

y

k0x, k1x
k0y, k1y
Ek1x(Ek0y(k0z))
Garbled truth table: Ek0x(Ek1y(k0z))
Ek1x(Ek1y(k1z))
Ek0x(Ek0y(k0z))

Bob
If Alice’s bit is 1, she
sends k1x to Bob;
if 0, she sends k0x
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5: Use OT on y Keys by Bob’s Input Bit
Alice and Bob run oblivious transfer protocol
• Alice’s input is the two keys corresponding to Bob’s wire
• Bob’s input into OT is simply his 1 bit input on that wire
z

k0z, k1z
x

Alice

AND

Knows Kb’x where b’ is
Alice’s input bit and Kby
where b is his own input bit

y

k0x, k1x
k0y, k1y
Ek1x(Ek0y(k0z))
Garbled truth table: Ek0x(Ek1y(k0z))
Ek1x(Ek1y(k1z))
Ek0x(Ek0y(k0z))

Bob
Run oblivious transfer
Alice’s input: k0y, k1y
Bob’s input: his bit b
Bob learns kby
What does Alice learn?
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6: Evaluate Garbled Gate
Using the two keys that he obtained, Bob decrypts
exactly one of the output-wire keys
• Bob learn if this key corresponds to 0 or 1 only in case
this is the output wire of the circuit, via Ek1z(1), Ek0z(0).
– Why is this important?
z

k0z, k1z
x

Alice
k0x, k1x
k0y, k1y

AND

Knows Kb’x where b’ is
Alice’s input bit and Kby
where b is his own input bit

y

Bob
Ek1x(Ek0y(k0z))

Garbled truth table: Ek0x(Ek1y(k0z))

Ek1x(Ek1y(k1z))
Ek0x(Ek0y(k0z))

Suppose b’=0, b=1

This is the only row
Bob can decrypt.
He learns K1z
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7: Evaluate Entire Circuit
In this manner, Bob evaluates entire garbled circuit
• For each wire in the circuit, Bob learns only one key
• It corresponds to 0 or 1 (Bob does not know which)
– Therefore, Bob does not learn intermediate values (why?)
AND

AND

Alice’s inputs

NOT

AND

OR

Bob’s inputs

OR

Bob finds key for circuit output wire, deciphers
via Ek1z(1), Ek0z(0), and discovers output value.

• Bob does not reveal intermediate wire keys to Alice (why?)
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Yao’s Garbled Circuit Evaluation

We described one gate type, AND. OR gates are done analogously.
NOT gates can be pushed down to the inputs (by De Morgan laws).
We can iterated the single gate construction to get “real”, deeper
circuits.
The construction can also be generalized to n > 2 parties.
And furthermore, generalized to handle malicious parties, provided we
have an honest majority.
All such extensions are outside the scope of our current discussion.
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And Now for Something Completely Different:
Proof of Work and Time Released Cryptography

West Jordan, summer 2014.
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Proof of Work
The idea (proposed by Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor, 1993) is to
require a user to compute a moderately hard, but not intractable,
function in order to gain access to some resource, thereby preventing
frivolous (not serious) or malicious use.
Dwork and Naor proposed such proof of work as a means to prevent
junk mail. To read a message, one would required a proof of work by
the sender. Such proof should depend, for example, on the message
itself, on the time of delivery, and the identity of the recipient.
While the proposal regarding spam was never widely adopted, proof of
work became a central tool in bitcoin (2008).
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Time Released Cryptography
(Rivest, Shamir, Wagner, 1999)
Goal: Encrypt a message so that it can not be decrypted by anyone,
not even the sender, until a pre determined amount of time has
passed.
Initial Idea: Design a problem requiring a specific number of
operations, estimate the time to complete them, taking into account
the speedup in computation.
Caveat : Highly parallelizeable tasks will terminate much faster if
enough concurrent hardware is employed.
Solution: Choose a task that is inherently sequential.
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Time Released Cryptography, cont
Goal: Find a task that is inherently sequential.
Preliminaries: Let p, q be two n-bit primes, chosen at random in the
corresponding range. Let m = pq, and a be chosen at random in the
range 2 < a < m − 2. At this point, factorizatioin of m is discarded.
t

Task: Given a positive integer t, the task of computing a2 (mod m)
is believed to be inherently sequential, requiring t repeated squaring
(modular multiplications of O(n) bit numbers).
Task when factorization is known:
Compute b = 2t mod (p − 1)(q − 1). This takes just O(log2 t)
repeated squaring (modular multiplications of O(n) bit numbers).
t
Given b, compute a2 (mod m) = ab (mod m), which requires only
O(log2 n) repeated squaring.
LCS35 challenge: Set up by Rivest in 1999. t = 79685186856218 is a
large integer, and m = pq is a 616 digit (or 2048 bit) integer.
Expected to require 35 years to complete (∼ 2034).
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And Now, to the Last Topic of Today’s Class:
Visual Secret Sharing
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Visual Secret Sharing (Moni Naor and Adi Shamir, 1994)
Instead of shares and secrets being numbers or bit sequences, we now
consider a scenario where both the shares and the secrets are images.
Each individual secret should still give no information about the
secret. To reconstruct a secret from the shares, we simply overlay the
two images one on top of the other. Can this be done?
An initial examination will indicate that this idea makes little sense. In
the physical-optical world, a black pixel blocks light through it, and
this is irreversible. Pixel optics “implements” bitwise or, while secret
sharing is using bitwise xor:
0+0=0
1+0=1
1+1=1
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Doubling the Pixel (or, Thinking Outside the Box)
Who said one bit ought to be represented by a single black/white
pixel? Lets go to two-by-two pixels to represent (just) one bit. The
bit 1 in the secret will be represented by a solid black: All four pixels
being black:

The bit 0 in the secret will be represented by a two diagonal black out
of the four pixels. So there are two representations of the bit 0:

and

.
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Generating Shares
Each share of one bit is, with probability exactly 1/2, either

or

.

If the secret bit is 1, the two shares are either (with prob. 1/2 each):

and

, or

and

.

If the secret bit is 0, the two shares are either (with prob. 1/2 each):

and

, or

and

.
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Combining Shares
If the secret bit is 0, we have either

or the dual configuration.
If the secret bit is 1, we have either

or the dual configuration.
Any black and white image can be shared among two parties, bit by
bit. The shares carry no information about the secret or any part
thereof. If the original image is n-by-m pixels, the two shares and the
reconstruction will be 2n-by-2m pixels. The visual quality of the
reconstruction will not be as good as the original (but it can be
processed to reproduce the original black-and-white image).
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A Concrete Example
We start with a familiar image
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Stage 1: Discretization
The original grey level image is discretized: We construct a new
image, with the same shape as the original. For each pixel with
coordinates [i,j], its value is compared to a threshold (default value
128). If the value is greater or equal to the threshold, we set the
[i,j] pixel in the new image to 255 (white). Otherwise, the value is
set to 0 (black). The visual quality of the image is reduced.
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Stage 2: Randomize and Create Shares
We construct two new image (shares), each with double the shapes as
the original. For each pixel with coordinates [i,j], in the original, we
create four pixels with coordinates [2i,2j], [2i+1,2j], [2i,2j+1],
[2i+1,2j+1] in the shares. Out of these, exactly two are white and
exactly two are black in each share. Their mutual configuration
depends on the value of the original [i,j] pixel, as explained earlier,
and on the outcome of the [i,j] coin toss.
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Stage 3: Reconstructing the Secret from the Shares
Given the two equal shape (shares), we reconstruct the secret, of the
same shape. Each pixel with coordinates [i,j], in the secret, will
attain the minimum of the two values in the same coordinates [i,j]
in the secrets. Essentially, this means that if one of the shares is black
in this coordinate, so will be the secret. Otherwise, this pixel in the
secret will be white.
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Stage 1, Discretization: Python Code
Discretize is done deterministically. Each pixel value is compared to a
threshold (default value is 128=grey), and set to black or white
accordingly.
import numpy
from PIL import Image
import random
def discretize ( pic , threshold =128):
""" discretizes each pixel into 4 adjacent pixels of black (0)
and white (255). Uses a threshold whose default value is grey "
n , m = pic . shape
A = numpy . zeros (( n , m ) , dtype = ’ int8 ’ )+255
for i in range ( n ):
for j in range ( m ):
if pic [i , j ] > threshold :
new =255
else :
new =0
A [i , j ]= new
return A
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Stage 2, Randomize and Create Shares: Python Code
def split ( A ):
""" split A at random to two correlated matrices B , C .
For each 2 - by -2 " proper " submatrix of both B ,C , either
the two pixels on the diagonal are 0 and the anti diagonal
255 , or the opposite ( this is determined by a coin flip ) """
n , m = A . shape
B = numpy . zeros ((2* n ,2* m ) , dtype = ’ int8 ’ )+255
C = numpy . zeros ((2* n ,2* m ) , dtype = ’ int8 ’ )+255
white =[ " * " ," * " ]
white [0]= numpy . array ([[1 ,0] ,[0 ,1]])*255
white [1]= numpy . array ([[0 ,1] ,[1 ,0]])*255
for i in range ( n ):
for j in range ( m ):
coin = random . randint (0 ,1)
if A [i , j ]==255:
B [2* i :2* i +2 ,2* j :2* j +2]= white [ coin ]
C [2* i :2* i +2 ,2* j :2* j +2]= white [ coin ]
elif A [i , j ]==0:
B [2* i :2* i +2 ,2* j :2* j +2]= white [ coin ]
C [2* i :2* i +2 ,2* j :2* j +2]= white [1 - coin ]
return B , C
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Stage 3, Reconstructing the Secret from the Shares: Python
Code
This is the final and simplest step. Each pixel [i,j] in the two shares
is examined. The output is the minimum of the two. This means that
if one of them is black, the pixel [i,j] in the result is black. If the
two are white, so is the result. In numpy there is an explicit command
for taking the pixel wise minimum of two arrays/matrices.
def combine ( share1 , share2 ):
if share1 . shape != share2 . shape :
print ( " pictures of incompatible sizes " )
return None
else :
return numpy . minimum ( share1 , share2 )

All that is left to do now is to convert the three matrices back to
images.
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An Even Fancier Visual Secret Sharing Scheme

We are given three images (of equal shapes), target, origin1,
origin2. We generate three new images secret, share1, share2,
where share1 is a transformation that looks like origin1, share2 is
a transformation that looks like origin2, and their combination
(putting one on top of the other) yields an image, secret, that looks
like target.
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A Concrete Example: Share1
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A Concrete Example: Share2
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A Concrete Example: Target (Secret)
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The Fancier Scheme: A Few Details
For the shares, an original white pixel is encoded by one of four
alternatives:

For the shares, an original black pixel is encoded by one of four
alternatives:

Their combinations depend on the target pixel. For the secret, a black
is a solid 2-by-2 blacks, while a white is one of the 3 blacks out of 4
configurations above. We omit further details.
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And Finally: Few Words Regarding the Exam
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